Department of Music Presents

A Season of Renewal

CHAMBER JAZZ I

Studley Theatre

Wednesday, December 1
7:30 p.m.
The Department of Music at the State University of New York at New Paltz proudly presents

Chamber Jazz I
Jeff Siegel Ensembles

Anthony Gross – piano
Sarah Hock – bass
Aidan Ludlam – guitar
Lucas Lynch – drums
Caroline Oehl – alto saxophone
Gary Patrik – trumpet
Gabriel Valle – guitar
Armando Viano – guitar

Centrepiece, by Harry “Sweets” Edison, lyrics by Jon Hendricks

Mercy, Mercy, Mercy, by Josef Zawinul

Midnight Waltz, by Cedar Walton

A Weaver of Dreams, by Victory Young, lyrics by Jack Elliot

Song for My Father, by Horace Silver

--------------------------
A Season of Renewal
Darius Beckford – piano
Theo Berliner – guitar
Jessica Dankowitz – guitar, bass*
Devin Devine – guitar
Joseph Phillips – guitar
John Roy – trombone
Jack Salzman – bass
Phillip Urena – vocals
Brennan Zaff – drums

*My Little Suede Shoes, by Charlie Parker, lyrics by Sarah James

Impressions*, by John Coltrane, lyrics by Phillip Urena

Road Song, by Wes Montgomery, lyrics by Phillip Urena

Marcel, by Joseph Phillips, lyrics by Phillip Urena

Quatro (Four), by Miles Davis, lyrics by Jon Hendricks, arranged by Darius Beckford

Please visit newpaltz.edu/music/concert-series to view our upcoming Concert Series events. Enjoy the show!